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In many working conditions, a common flashlight with several 
modes to choose is not convenient for working labors. What they really 
need is one reliable lighting tool which is simple enough to operate with 
only one appropriate output for their work.  Weltool T6 Flaming Star 
comes into being. One push button tail switch provides on/off operation 
for 21,322 candela peak beam intensity and one-handed operation. 
Using one 18650 rechargeable Li-ion battery (not included), T6 could run 
for 2 hours without drop. It also has built in technology of battery 
polarity protection, over discharged protection and lower power 
reminder. Weltool T6 Flaming Star is more compact, lighter, with 
rounder spotlight which spots 292m beam distance.  

Specially designed self-compacting and integrated body allows T6 
to dissipate heats all through its aircraft aluminum body instead of that 
from head only. That is called “body heat conduction “technology by 
Weltool.  Body heat conduction will keep a warmer surrounding to 
support the battery a better performance in cold environment, which is 
particularly important. Furthermore features such like the trapezoid 
mute smooth texture, 3mm thickened tempered lens and dual O-rings, 
all of these makes T6 Flaming Star is your best choice of illumination tool 
for working. 
 

    
  
    

 
 

    
    
    

 
 

         
            

           
           
           

         
           

Accessories 

INR18-26 18650 Li-ion Battery 

UB18-26 18650 Li-ion Battery 

UB18-35 18650 Li-ion Battery 

www.weltool.com / +86 0411 846184
 

 



 
 
 

 
  
 

 
 
 

Item Name Part # 
T6 71012 
T6 with UB18-26 Li-ion battery 71083 
Accessory Name Part # 
INR18-26 18650 Li-ion Battery 
UB18-26 18650 Li-ion Battery 
UB18-35 18650 Li-ion Battery 
BC1 Battery Charger 
BC2 Battery Charger 
FH2 Flashlight Holster 

71011 
71053 
71054 
71005 
71006 
71010 

QM8 Flashlight Scope Mount 
PM1 Flashlight Mount 

71059 
71076 

 Case Material: Anodized aerospace-grade aluminum 
construction  

 Reflector System: Deep-dish parabolic smooth reflector 
 Lamp Source: Features one powerful X - LED, 137LM/W peak  
 Beam intensity with a 50000 hours lifetime 
 Light Output: 205 lumens; 21322 candela; 292m beam 

distance;  
 Runtime: 2.5 runs hours (Using one Weltool INR18-26 

rechargeable Li-ion battery tested) 
 Battery: One rechargeable 18650 Li-ion battery (Not 

included) 
 ON/OFF: Multi-function push-button tail switch with a 50000 

times lifespan 
 Lead-free PCB 
 Fully regulated output for consistent lumen performance 

over the battery life 
 Battery polarity protection 
 Lower voltage hint function 
 Over discharge protection 
 No low frequency flashing, and no noise of current 
 3mm (0.12”) thickened tempered glass lens 
 Machined aluminum O-ring sealed for lens protection 
 Non-slip knurled grip body 
 Durable and noiseless, rocky stipple texture for a sure grip 
 Terminal of body is conductive 
 Gold-coating conductive spring 
 1m (39.37”) impact resistance tested  
 Dual O-rings sealed, IPX7 waterproof to 1m (39.37”) for 30 

minutes   
 Individually serialized for positive identification 
 Dimensions: Face cap diameter 32mm (1.26”),  

Body Diameter 25.4mm (1”), Length 137mm (5.39”) 
 Weight: 119.5g (4.22 Oz) (without battery) 
 1 x Lanyard, 1 x O-ring included in the package 

FH2 Flashlight Holster 

QM8 Flashlight Scope Mount 

PM1 Flashlight Mount 

BC1 Battery Charger 

BC2 Battery Charger 
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